
          SUNDAY, 07/05/23 

R5 BORDEAUX-LE BOUSCAT [L-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX ROBERT DE VILLEMANDY - 1200m (a6f) - TURF - Claiming - 

Flat - EUR € 12.500  

 
1. LAUFE CHOP - He was sixth on debut at Tarbes. Likely to improve and could fight out the 
finish in a weak race 

2. BENFAS - A two-year-old colt by Fas out of Yosemite who is making his debut. He 
could be ready to win 

3. YANA CHOPE - She did not show much on debut at Saint Cloud and did better in a 
claimer last time out. Has a winning chance 

4. ELUGO - Fourth in a claimer in penultimate run and a fair sixth-place finish 
last time out should give her a winning chance in a weak race 

5. HIGHEST CHOPE - She has had two modest runs in claimers so far but she could improve 
and earn some minor money 

6. PICOLA - She has had two modest runs in claimers so far and she is capable of earning some 
minor money 

7. AURORE BOREALE - She was not disgraced when fifth at Tarbes on debut last month. 
Capable of improvement and is not out of it 

8. STAR PAREILLE - A two-year-old filly by Chemical Charge out of Non Pareille who is making 
her debut and could need this experience 

Summary : A weak race and anything is possible. LAUFE CHOP (1) is likely to make significant 
improvement from his debut and gets a narrow vote. BENFAS (2) is making his debut but 
deserves the utmost respect. AURORE BOREALE (7) did not run too badly on debut and should 
improve. YANA CHOPE (3) is improving and has a winning chance in this line-up but keep an eye 
on the betting market for a guide. 

SELECTIONS 

LAUFE CHOP (1) - BENFAS (2) - AURORE BOREALE (7) - YANA CHOPE (3) 



          SUNDAY, 07/05/23 

C2 - PRIX DANIEL GUESTIER - 1900m (a1 3/16m) - TURF - Condition Race 

- Class 1 - Flat - EUR € 30.000  

 
1. VAZIRPOUR - He showed promise on debut and confirmed the good debut with a solid win 
last time out. Big chance of following up 

2. GAODIO - Fit and has been holding his form well this year. He probably needs to do more to 
win this race but should not be too far behind them 

3. DUC DE KENT - A bit of a disappointment in the last two runs after some good wins at 
Cagnes-sur-Mer earlier this year. Should contest the finish 

4. SIRTAKI - A disappointment in his comeback run at Saint Cloud. He has done much better at 
this course and has a winning chance 

5. RUN AHEAD - Fit and has been holding her form well enough. This is a tougher task trying 
further this time 

Summary : A small field and trainer Rouget has a decent hand. VAZIRPOUR (1) is improving 
and has scope. he looks the right one to for this race. DUC DE KENT (3) may be best at Cages-
sur-Mer as his two disappointing recent runs suggests. SIRTAKI (4) has done well at this track in 
the past and is not out of it. GAODIO (2) is fit and holding his form so should not be too far 
behind. 

SELECTIONS 

VAZIRPOUR (1) - DUC DE KENT (3) - SIRTAKI (4) - GAODIO (2) 



          SUNDAY, 07/05/23 

C3 - PRIX GEMIX - 3700m (a2 5/16m) - TURF - Condition Race - Class 2 - 

Hurdles - EUR € 30.000  

 
1. MONTABELLA - Improving and has won her last two starts. Slight step up in distance for her 
but she can pull off the hat-trick 

2. JEREVIENDRAI - He has been disappointing in his last two starts this year. He was better last 
year but is probably best watched for now 

3. EMIR CHOP - He has been disappointing in his three starts this year. Will like the step up in 
distance but others are preferred 

4. JUVENTUS LE DUN - Improved form this year and is coming off a nice win. Tougher task this 
time but should contest the finish 

5. BAYALINE - In top form this year with two chase wins. She was not as good over hurdles last 
year but has a winning chance 

6. PARISIMIX - Improved this year chasing and won his latest start. Has been supplemented for 
this race and deserves respect 

Summary : Hat-trick seeing MONTABELLA (1) has been good in her last two wins and should 
not have much of a problem with the extra 300m of this race and can score again. BAYALINE (5) 
has won two chases this year and can prove she is just as good over hurdles. JUVENTUS LE 
DUN (4) is improving and won nice enough last time out and deserves respect. PARISIMIX (6) 
has been supplemented for this race so could be ready to fire. 

SELECTIONS 

MONTABELLA (1) - BAYALINE (5) - JUVENTUS LE DUN (4) - PARISIMIX (6) 



          SUNDAY, 07/05/23 

C4 - PRIX DES CAPUCINS - 1900m (a1 3/16m) - TURF - Handicap - Flat - 

EUR € 20.000  

 
1. EDALA - She has yet to win in five starts but trying a handicap for the first time she looks the 
one to beat 

2. GIRAFFE - On the up and is hat-trick seeking after two good wins. Carries a 2.5kg penalty and 
deserves the utmost respect 

3. CHAPELIER - He has yet to win and has been disappointing lately but if at his best he holds a 
winning chance 

4. SUPERIOR BEAUTY - Her form has regressed this year and was 12th in a claimer last time 
out. Others are much preferred 

5. SANBER - Only fifth in a claimer last time out and was well beaten in a handicap before that so 
others are preferred 

6. SEA OF LAU - He has struggled in his four starts so far including a seventh in a handicap last 
time out. Others are preferred 

7. ALTA CHOP - Found his best form to win on handicap debut. Carries a 2kg penalty for that 
win but could follow-up 

8. GENNY DANCE - She has yet to win a race and was moderate last time out but as run some 
fair races this year and has been supplemented for this race 

9. RECOLEROS - Fit and was not disgraced when fourth in his handicap debut. More needed to 
win but could play a minor role 

Summary : EDALA (1) has yet to win but first time in a handicap could bring out the best in her 
and she looks the one to be with. GIRAFFE (2) is progressing and has every chance of pulling off 
a hat-trick. CHAPELIER (3) still seems capable of doing better and is not out of it. RECOLEROS 
(9) was not disgraced on handicap debut and could have more to come. 

SELECTIONS 

EDALA (1) - GIRAFFE (2) - CHAPELIER (3) - RECOLEROS (9) 



          SUNDAY, 07/05/23 

C5 - PRIX JOHNSTON - 4200m (a2 5/8m) - TURF - Handicap - Steeple 

Chase - EUR € 28.000  

 
1. GALLOX - Runner-up in a claimer last time out after some disappointing efforts. Capable of 
contesting the finish 

2. LORD D'EX - He was in good form in 2022 wining three times in five runs. Returns form a 
break but does have a winning chance 

3. TOURMALET - Fit after two runs back after a long break. Runner-up in chase last time out and 
can go one better 

4. ROYAL BATAILLE - His only win was back in 2019 but he is in good form and fit. Should 
contest the finish yet again 

5. SIR BECQUAILLE - A winner of a chase claimer at this course last time out. He seems to like 
this course and has a winning chance 

6. L'ANGE VERT - He has not won a race after 19 tries. Fair form in chases but does need to 
find a few lengths to win. Might play a minor role 

7. HAMERSLEY - Fit and has not been disgraced in last two starts. Won a chase the only time he 
tried one so deserves respect in this line-up 

8. BENI GODS - A bit of a disappointment of late when fourth in a claimer last time out. More 
needed to win but could play a minor role 

9. MAGIC BREIZH - His best run was in chase but he has yet to win a race and has been 
moderate of late. Others are preferred 

Summary : TOURMALET (3) could be ready for a peak performance effort third run back from a 
lengthy break. SIR BECQUAILLE (5) likes this course and is coming off a confidence-boosting 
claimer win. GALLOX (1) indicated he might be returning to his best after an improved effort last 
time out. LORD D'EX (2) is returning from a lengthy break but would not be a surprise winner. 

SELECTIONS 

TOURMALET (3) - SIR BECQUAILLE (5) - GALLOX (1) - LORD D'EX (2) 



          SUNDAY, 07/05/23 

C6 - PRIX DAMAS - AL NUJAIFI RACING - 1600m (a1m) - TURF -  - Flat - 

EUR € 20.000  

 
1. GHAZI AL ZAMAN - Fit and has run some fair races this year. He also has course experience 
so should contest the finish 

2. ICHAN DE BOZOULS - On the up and is coming off a nice win over this distance last time out. 
Fit and should run well once again 

3. AL GHADEER - He found one better on debut but impressed since then with two fine wins. 
Returns from a break but should win 

4. RYSK TOUT - A fair third on the PSF in only run of this year. May need to do more to win this 
race but can earn some money 

5. KAWTHAR - Only modest form of late and both of her wins so far have been on the PSF. More 
needed to win this race 

6. SKA DE L'AIGLE - Not disgraced when third on his comeback run on the PSF. Yet to win and 
this is a tough race. Might place 

7. MONAASIB - He won well on debut but has regressed since then and he has been moderate 
in his two starts of this year. Might place 

8. HAMZAH - He is improving and was not disgraced when runner-up last time out. May prefer it 
shorter but is not out of it 

9. FARAAH - A good winner on debut over this distance last year. Probably needed the last run 
when fourth and can do better this time 

Summary : AL GHADEER (3) returns from a lengthy break but impressed with the last two wins 
and could be a bit too strong for these rivals if repeating that form. GHAZI AL ZAMAN (1) is fit 
and will be a danger. HAMZAH (8) is improving and although better over shorter is not out of it. 
ICHAN DE BOZOULS (2) is fit and in good form and should be right there at the finish once 
again. 

SELECTIONS 

AL GHADEER (3) - GHAZI AL ZAMAN (1) - HAMZAH (8) - ICHAN DE BOZOULS (2) 



          SUNDAY, 07/05/23 

C7 - PRIX MON ROMAIN - 3300m (a2 1/16m) - TURF - Condition Race - 

Class 3 - Hurdles - EUR € 26.000  

 
1. SEALOR - Fit and he was not disgraced when runner-up on hurdle debut. He can go one 
better this time 

2. DSCHINGIS FOREST - A three-year-old colt by Dschingis Secret out of Waldeslust who is 
making his debut. deserves respect 

3. MOJO EGO - Disappointing on the PSF this year but is back on the grass for his hurdle debut 
and has been supplemented for this race 

4. KREAM DU LARGE - He did not do much when well beaten on the flat on debut last month. 
Tries a hurdle race and can improve. Supplemented for this race 

5. DROLE DE VERT - Moderate debut last month but he is likely to show vast improvement and 
has a winning chance in a weak race 

6. TERRIFYING - A three-year-old filly by Pastorius out of Terrific who is making her debut. Could 
need this experience 

Summary : A small field but anything can win it. DROLE DE VERT (5) did not show much on 
debut but vast improvement is expected and can win a race like this. SEALOR (1) did not do 
much wrong on hurdle debut and can certainly go one better this time. DSCHINGIS FOREST (2) 
could make a winning debut. MOJO EGO (3) could be the surprise package on hurdle debut 
having been supplemented for this race. 

SELECTIONS 

DROLE DE VERT (5) - SEALOR (1) - DSCHINGIS FOREST (2) - MOJO EGO (3) 



          SUNDAY, 07/05/23 

C8 - PRIX DJELFOR - 1600m (a1m) - TURF - Condition Race - Flat - EUR € 

18.000  

 
1. MESAIEED - Only sixth on his debut last month. Likely to be smarter this time and could finish 
in the money 

2. MOKHLIS - A fair fifth on debut earlier this year at this course. Could improve and play a minor 
role at the finish 

3. EJAABY - A three-year-old colt by General out of Ajaayib who is making his debut. Watch the 
betting 

4. NAFJAH - She showed promise when fourth on her debut which was at this track. Likely to be 
smarter and is the one to beat 

5. NASSER AL SHAHANIA - A three-year-old colt by Jaafer Asf out of Nacrée Al Maury who is 
making his debut. Could win 

6. AJS ZEHBA - Narrowly beaten on her debut last month. Could be smarter and should be right 
there at the finish 

7. AMMAR - A three-year-old colt by Mahabb out of Gaira who is making his debut. Could need 
the experience 

8. HEMIAN - A three-year-old filly by Al Mourtajez out of Hothour who is making her debut. Watch 
the betting market 

9. FARIDA - A three-year-old filly by TM Fred Texas out of Suwaida who is making her debut. 
Could need the experience 

10. KERA DE FLAUZINS - A three-year-old filly by Al Mamun Monlau out of Sayrah who is 
making her debut. Could need the experience 

Summary : A race where there are many newcomers so the market may be the best guide. 
NAFJAH (4) showed promise on her debut and will be smarter this time so gets the vote to score.  
NASSER AL SHAHANIA (5) is nicely bred and will not be a surprise winner on debut. EJAABY 
(3) is also capable of winning on debut. AJS ZEHBA (6) was narrowly beaten on debut and has 
an obvious winning chance. 

SELECTIONS 

NAFJAH (4) - NASSER AL SHAHANIA (5) - EJAABY (3) - AJS ZEHBA (6) 

 


